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Adult Standards For Children's Pictures
vs
.
Children' s Standards
(Second Grade)
Chapter I
Introduction
Since Comenius published his Orbis Pictus in the six-
teenth century, illustrations have been regarded as a necessary
part of children's books.
The 1928 output of children's books in the United States
possesses great variety in illustration. Realizing that American
art has never equaled European, the publishers now place before
us Europe's best in illustration for children. The pictures in
these new gift books vie with each other in originality of con-
ception and technique. The pictures in school readers appear to
be standardized. They are usually sketched in ink; colored flat,
with blue, orange and grey predominant; have little background;
and the subjects are people and animals. But they differ greatly
from book to book, and even within the same book in amount of art
value and story element.
There are as many different opinions on what children
like and what children should have in pictures as there are writers
on children's books.
The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook on Reading states that we
can not definitely be sure just what type of illustration children
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understand and enjoy until there has been more investigation,
though it has been fairly well established that they do not care
for complicated line and color.
Twenty-Fourth Yearbook
national Society for the Study of Education
Part I Report of Bat'l Com. on Reading, page 165
Pub. Sc. Tub. Co., Bloomington, 111., 1925.
In 1922 Dr. Bamberger found that children in grades I,
II, and III do not appreciate decorative design. Neither do they
prefer the type of illustration found in reading texts. She
found that the most popular pictures possessed these traits:
(l) color generally bright, (2) action and some humor, (5) stories
suggested, (4) few details, (5) details striking, (G) central
group usually composed of large bold figures, (7) people and
animals, (8) full ^age size. Children showed little appreciation
of art value.
The majority of pictures used, in Dr. Bamberger's ex-
periment were of three kinds;: (l) illustrations having decorative
treatment, numerous details, little story element, and unquest-
ionably high art value, by '//alter Crane; (2) illustrations simply
drawn in large bold figures, having bright color and much story
element, and of no art value, by John ITeil; (3) illustrations
found in the Elson Third Reader, having few colors, usually less
than full page size, and some story element.
The lack of variety in type of illustration for the
stories used was no fault of this investigator. She secured the

widest range the market had to offer. Her Plan I included five
editions of the story of Cinderella. Other stories in five
editions composed Tlans II, III, and IV. Edition (l) in the four
different stories was as near alike in type of illustration as
possible. Editions (2), (3), (4), and (5) al^o "balanced when
possible. As one of the problems in this study was to determine
the effect of the kind of picture upon book selection, the
illustrations were not removed from the books.
Bamberger, Florence: The Effect of the Physical Make Up of a
Book upon Children's Selection. Johns Hopkins Univ., Studies
in Ed. ; 1922.
It is not the purpose of the present study: (l) to
standardize art appreciation, (2) to find out which illustrator
is most popular with children, (3) to make a recipe for picture
making that will check the creative work of an artist, (4) to
test the teaching power of certain kinds of pictures, (5) to
prove that children should have a particular kind of picture.
The problem is to determine the picture standards of
second grade children by answering these questions:
1. \Tnen given a greater variety of material than used by
Dr. Bamberger will children choose for the same reasons?
2. Are they merely indifferent to art value or do they
actually dislike it?
3. Is any one reason more important than all others in de-
termining picture choice? If so, what is that reason?
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4. Do children object to detail? In Dr. Bamberger's
pictures those by Walter Crane abounding in detail were treated
decoratively and were . lacking in humor and aliveness.

Chapter II
The Experiment
Plans for the Experiment:
1. If these findings • are to have possible application
to text book illustration, the pictures used could not exceed the
page size, 5"x 7-j " , of a second reader. Text "book size is de-
termined by investigation in the hygiene of reading. Without
the margin the usual full page eecond reader illustration is about
4"x 5vr" • This means we could not use pictures as large as Si "x 10-;"
the size of some of Dr. Bamberger's winners.
2. In many gift books that contain, according to adult
art standards, exquisite color, charming silhouettes, ornate and
simple decorative design, the page size is greater than the page
size in a second reader. But because of the wide margin the
pictures do not exceed 4"x 5v>-" . This means that these gift books
can not be used, but the illustrations can be removed from the
books and used.
3. Illustrations in readers do not vary much in type.
To offer the child wide range in choice, the pictures from gift
books must be used.
4. It is almost impossible to find pictures on any
one subject with factors varying in desirable amounts for ex-
perimentation
.
(l) V/e wish to find out if the child prefers the
center of interest small or as large as possible
within the picture. As the dog is a very
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4. (l) continued-
common picture subject we go in quest of
dogs. To test this point we must have two
pictures with same size, color, and type of
drawing, every element identical except the
size of the dog. Could the two dogs be found,
it then would be necessary to find two cats,
two horses, tv/o boys, or two of anything for
adequate check upon the size of center of
interest
.
[2) V/e wish to find out if the child has real
objection to art value. One picture of high art
value and possessing all the Bamberger de-
sirable traits is needed. Another picture
identical, except lacking in art value is
needed. The market has no such offerings for
our use.
When the points to be tested can not be checked
upon with existing illustrations, we must make them. Checks with
children can show the effect the home made lecture may have upon
the child's choice.
5. Each plan consisted of pictures mounted separately
upon cards. Detailed explanation of the pictures within each plan
is given under The Experiment. To preserve uniformity the mount-
ing within each plan was identical. In the first two plans
cream mounting board was used. But expense necessitated news-
board for the later plans.
•
6. Dr. Bamberger's statement that people and animals
are compelling subjects v/as accepted, and used.
Th e Exp e r imen t
:
The subjects v/ere children in two elementary schools
in Wellesley and Bedford, Mass. The 7/ellesley children v/ere
from the better class of well-to-do, educated American parents.
The l.ledford children v/ere American born of foreign parents. The
experimenter asked each building principal to provide for test-
ing only those children who wore normal or above in intelligence.
Children in opportunity classes v/ere not used. The experimenter
accepted the principal's estimate on the intelligence of the
sub j ects
.
To compare findings in grade differences with those of
Dr« Bamberger, and to get insight into problems for future ex-
perimentation, we used grades I through VI. This is a report of
second grade only.
Plan I
The purpose in Plan I was: (l) to offer as wide range
of choice in type of illustration as is possible within eleven
pictures, (2) to include all the Bamberger desirable traits in
one picture and a few of these traits in others.
As a subject, the story of a princess seemed to offer
these opportunities.

8Pictures in Plan I The Story of a Princess
The pictures in this plan bore the following numbers:
1. Frontispiece from Sleeping Beauty and Other Fairy Tales
by Quiller-Couch, artist Edmund Dulac
,
Doubleday, Doran Co.
The prince gazing upon Sleeping Beauty; cat asleep
on cushion; color, dull and soiDhisticated. To an
adult, beautiful work.
2. Prom The Wonder Smith and His Son by Ella Young, artist
Boris Artzybasheff , Longmans, Green & Co.
Adults, black and white, intricate design in detail.
In an adult, arouses the desire to solve mystery.
3. .Prom The Cinderella Picture Book, artist Walter Crane,
Pred 7/arne Co. Pound by Dr. Bamberger to have small
interest for second grade.
Figures large but lifeless, girl stepping into coach,
color bright, decorative design on clothes and coach.
4. Prom Allspice by Bertha and Ernest Cobb, artist Bridgman,
Arlo Pub. Co.
Small animal talking to King and ^ueen, pen and ink,
excellent drawing, center of interest does not stand
out boldly.
5. lIomema.de silhouette.
Goose wearing crown, little rabbit, black and white,
slightly humorous.
6. Homemade crayon drawing.
Princess and monkey, natural brig?it color, no back-
ground, little story element, little action.
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7. From Everyday Classics Second Header "by Baker & Thorn-
dike, artists Maud and Miska Petersham, Macmillan.
King engaged in animated conversation with small
hen, color orange and black predominant flat v/ork,
not realistic, no background, less than full page
size, center of interest large, humor. An excellent
example of the best illustration in r.odern readers.
8. Prom The Golden Goose, artist Ivary Lott Seaman, Macmillan.
King and Princess seated on throne, flat? brilliant,
color, simple use of decorative design.
9. Prom Everyday Classics Second Reader by Baker & Thorn-
dike, artists Maud and Miska Petersham, Macmillan.
Fairy and bug, in blue, orange and white, less than
full page size.
10. Homemade silhouette.
Princess light green on black horse, large, action.
11. Homemade crayon drawing.
Little chick with worm in mouth, an old king frog
rubbing his stomach and casting longing eyes upon
the worm. Bright natural color. No background,
large as possible on page. In this drawing we tried
to include all traits found desirable by Dr. Bamberger
--even the lack of art value.
Por those two animals to ci splay more life they would
have to be rending each other into shrecis. It is
possible that children would prefer this. (Recall
the lusty laughs emitted by the juvenile audience
•
10.
11. continued-
during the furniture-breaking-episode in the
movie comedy.
)
The following procedure was used in presenting
Flan I:
Children ten to fifteen at one time were comfortably
seated in a quiet room, not the classroom. Pictures were on
eye level, close to children.
Directions
.
(Head by egperimenter ) Can you see every one of
these pictures? These are pictures from a story about a Princess.
Some people who wish to make books for children would lik< to
know what kind of picture children would like to have in their
books. V/ill you help by letting us know which kind of picture
you like best? But do not tell each other just now.
In a few minutes we are goin^, to let you play a game
on paper. But first we inust be sure that you have seen each
picture. As I point to the pictures, will you look at each one?
If you would like to see it better, come closer. (Point.) On
each picture there is a number. Let us see if you can read these
numbers aloud. (Examiner points; children read.)
How, would you like to play the game? I shall give
each girl a small piece of paper with a G on it. (Give out.)
I shall give each boy a piece of paper with a B on it. (Give out.)
Look at your papers. Do you see the ink line? Put your finger
on it. Now look again at the pictures. Decide which picture
you would like to have in a book. Write the number of that
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picture on the ink line. (Examiner chould see that this is done
correctly.) Kay I have your papers? (Collect papers.) Thank
you very much for helping us.
Plan I was submitted to 409 second grade children.
The per cent of children choosing each picture is shown in Tabic I
Table I Per Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan I.
Boys Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 1 6 20
7 1 7
3 6 8 8
9 9
10 2 10 2
11 90 11 70
Picture 11 , a frog and chick, received 90% of the
votes from boys and 70% from girls. Picture 6, a girl with a
monkey, received ZQ% vote with girls. .Dr. Bamberger found that
boys did not choose titles including girl's names. Perhaps
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"boys in second grade are not greatly interested in pictures in
which the center of interest is a girl. This is merely a sur-
mise.
Picture 11 Has These Traits
1. Center of interest large
as possible on page.
2. Center of interest—bold
,
distinct
.
Other Pictures Possesion,?; Same Traits
Pictures 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10.
Pictures 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10.
5. Pull page size, 4" x 5^" . Pictures 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, and 10
4. Bright, natural color.
5. Subject animals.
Pictures 1, 3, and 10, not bri^it
6 bright and natural
8 bright, not natural
Pictures 1, 4, 6, 9, and 10 con-
tain animals
5 is all an imal
6. Aliveneso. Pictures 4 a.nd 5, but less than in 11
7. Ho background, few
details
.
8. Crude simple drawing,
not decorative, no art
value
Pictures 5, 6, 7, and 10.
Picture 6.
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9. Some humor. Pictures 4, 5, 6, and 7.
10. A story element. Pictures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
8, 9, and 10--but less
evident than in 11.
Several other pictures possessed some of these traits,
but 11 is the only picture in Plan I that contained all of them.
Picture 11 surpasses the other pictures in aliveness and evidence
of story element. We cannot say from one plan why pictures v/ere
or v/ere not taken, but we can analyze both the losers and the
winners in order to make plans to test apparent reasons for
choice
.
The pictures in Plan I receiving votes from children
have these traits in common:
1. Center of interest --"bold, distinct.
2. Color, though ? anc> 10 are not bright.
3. Story element, though weak in 3.
4. Pull page in size, 4"x 5.V" , though 1_ receiving
X% vote is slightly smaller.
The pictures in Plan I that received no votes from
children are excellent examples of adult art standards for il-
ustrations in children's books. These children did not choose:
1. Soft, lovely color.
2. Intricate, decorative design.
3. Silhouette in black.
4. Pen and ink with numerous details.
#*
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5. Reader illustrations. One reader illustration
received one per cent vote; the other, none.
6. Less than full page size.
7. Center of interest lacking distinctness.
The only point common to all the losers is that they do
not possess the points that are common to the winners.
It is desirable to find out if the fact that picture 11
,
frog and chick, in Plan I was homemade had any effect u.jon children'
choice. We checked to find out if the children could detect
which pictures were taken from hooks and which were homemade.
Plan I was placed three feet from one hundred second
graders. (Ten at a time.)
Directions
.
(Given "by experimenter.) Some of these pictures were
made hy an art supervisor, and some v/ere taken from hooks. Can
you tell which pictures the art supervisor made? V/rite the num-
bers of the pictures you think she made on your papers. (Children
wrote numbers.
)
The astounding results were that not one of the four
homemade pictures was taken, and that the only two taken were
"J
and 8. These are both sketched in heavy ink lines, colored flat,
and examples of decorative design. Perhaps the term "art supervisor
was misleading. So we tried again.
Plan I was shown to another hundred second grade children.
Directions
.
(Given by experimenter.) Some of these pictures v/ere
made by a girl and some were taken from books. Can you tell which
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pictures the girl Made? Write the numbers of the pictures you
think she made on your papers. (Children wrote numbers.)
Again and j| were chosen unanimously. Second grade
children could not detect the difference "between our homemade
pictures and illustrations from "books.
If it were possible for second grade children to tell
their reasons for choice we might be able to get some valuable
suggestions for further plans. One hundred children were asked
if they could tell why they v l iked the picture which they had chosen
in Plan I. The pictures were placed on eye level, and the children
ten or fifteen at the time com-fortably seated in front of them.
Again this was done in «a quiet room o.ther than the classroom.
Directions
.
(Given by experimenter.) Will you help us still
more with these pictures? I wonder if you know why you liked one
of these pictures better than the others. Can you remember which
one you liked best? If I go to the back of the room, could you
come one at a time and tell me something about the picture you like
"best? Why you like it, or what you like about it? Experimenter
records child's exact words. Verifies child's statement of choice
with vote,
)
Examples of Children's Reasons for Choice
Boy: I like 11 best. The frog would like some dinner. He
is very hungry. I like him because he
is so big and green.
Girl: I like 6. The girl is pretty. She has face and hands
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colored like mine. Her monkey is funny.
Boy: I like 11 . I like the frog's stomach.
Girl: I like 8. The carpet is pretty. I'd like to have
all the pictures in my book have bright
colors like that.
Boy: I like 11 . Tell them to put some knights in my book
and color them up like 11 .
Boy: 11 is best. The frog wants the little rooster's snake.
Girl: I like lj.. Want some dolls and kitties in my book.
Want them colored pretty like 11
.
Boy: 11* s good picture. Monkey in 6 is good, but he ain't
doing nothing but pulling a ole
girl's dress. He ain't big 'nuff.
11
' s best
.
Girl: I choosed 11 . It's nice and big. The little chicken's
pretty yellow.
Boy: I like
_11 best. 'Cause frog has big eyes.
Girl: I like
_10 'cause horse is running.
An examination of the reasons for choice given by these
one hundred children reveals the fact that aliveness, color, and
size are the most frequently mentioned points. These reasons
show no reference to the amount of detail or art va.lue. Al ivcness
shown by these words, hungry, would like some dinner, wants,
going to eat, talking, pulling, big eyes, bright eyes, feels,
occurred ninety times; color shown by these words, bright, color,
red, green, yellow, real color, pretty color, occurred seventy-
•
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eight times; and size shown by these words, big, large, great
big, occurred sixty-four times.
Picture Flan II
According to the reasons for choice given by these one
hundred children, aliveness may be the most important point in
influencing choice. If aliveness should be more important than
any other factor in influencing choice, children will choose
that picture which has the most alive center of interest re-
gardless of any other factor in the picture. It is then necessary
to find some picture with an extremely alive center of interest and
other pictures of the same subject with less alive centers of
interest. In a chapter on illustration for children, Gardner and
Ramsey state that Leslie Brooke, the English illustrator, excels
in aliveness.
Gardner, E. E. and Ramsey, E. : A Handbook of Children' s Liter-
ature, Scott, Eoresrtan Co.; 1927. page 161,
One of Leslie Brooke's drawings, a very alive rooster,
was selected. Three other pictures containing less alive roosters
were chosen. To confirm the experimenter's judgment concerning
the aliveness of these centers of interest the Seminar Group in
Elementary Education were consulted. They agreed unanimously
that the picture by Leslie Brooke contained the most alive center
of interest.
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Pictures in Plan II The Story of a Booster
1. Prom The House in the V/ood, artist Leslie Brooke,
Prederick Warne & Co.
A rooster, "brightly colored, extremely alive. Less
bright hen, cow, girl and old man, full page size,
"background
.
2. Homemade crayon drawing.
Rooster and small dog, bright natural color, large
as possible on page, no background, same traits as
11 in Plan 1
.
3. Prom Poppy-Seed Cakes, artists Maud and Mi ska Petersham,
Macmil lan.
Rooster, hen, dog, cat o.nd goat seated at table,
apple tree background, heavy "black outlines, flat
bright color, simple use of decorative design, full
page size.
4. Prom The Cock, the Kouse and the Little Red Hen, artist
Tony Sarg, Hacrae-Smith Co.
Rooster on chair back looking at fox, bright natural
color, slightly shaded, simple ink sketching, no
background, could have been one inch larger on page.
Children were seated as before in a quiet room; pictures
were on eye level.
Directions
.
(Read by experimenter.) These are pictures from a
story of a rooster. If you were going to read a story about a
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rooster, would you like the "book to have more pictures like 1, 2
3, or 4? On this piece of paper will you put the number of the
picture you like best? (Paper given out. Numbers written.)
Plan II was checked with 394 children.
Table II Per Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan II
Boys Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
1 2 1 3
2 92 2 93
3 1 3 3
4- -- 5 4 1
The picture with the most alive center of interest is
not preferred by these children. It is not wise to accept the
children's testimony as evidence. Certainly it is not wise to
accept the experimenter's interpretation of their testimony.
Present day research is revealing the lack of validity in test-
imony; so the fact that it failed to work in children's picture
choice is no great surprise. But the energy employed in making
and checking Plan II is not wasted because picture 2, the winner
here has almost identical traits with 11 1 the v/inner in Plan I;
the only difference is that 11 excels slightly in aliveness.
According to this data children do not desire these
traits in pictures:
1. Decorative design, complicated or simple.
•
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2. Details that clutter the picture; that prohibit distinct-
ness of the center of interest.
5. Dull color.
4. Black and white.
5. Center of interest not as large as possible on page.
6. Lack of aliveness.
7. Center of interest not bold and distinct.
8. Size less than full page.
The winners in Plans I and II were simple crude crayon
drawings possessing no art value. The winners in Dr. Bamberger's
experiment had no art value. So Plans III and IV were made to
find out if children's choice is influenced by art value or by
the lack of it.
Pictures in Plan III
11. The frog and chick used in Plan I, so the number on the
card was not changed. Crayon drawing, bright natural,
slightly shaded color.
3. Same subject as 11. A tracing v/as made of 11 , the lines
perfected and the finished drawing a, pen and ink outline
with flat water color, possessing much more art value
than 11
.
These two pictures were identical in size, chroma (in-
tensity or brilliance of color), value (steps between light and
dark), hue (color names as red, green, etc.), amount of detail,
and aliveness. They differed in media, shading, (JUL v/as slightly
t•
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shaded; 3 , perfectly flat color) and amount of art value.
As the conditions under which the tests were administered
v/ere the same for all Picture Plans, it will not be necessary
to reiterate with each plan. The same children were used as sub-
jects, the number voting on Plans III through XII varying from
351 to 3o0. Picture Plans III and IV v/ere submitted to 360 children.
Directions
.
(Read by experimenter.) Which of these two pictures
do you like best? V/rite the number of that picture on your paper.
Table III Per Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan III
Boys Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
11 47 11 4 6
3 53 3 54
These children were asked if they liked the picture
chosen much better than the picture not chosen. (Privately.)
They replied unanimously that they liked both pictures very much and
that one was "just as good" as the other.
Before drawing any conclusions from Plan III, we made
Plan IV to check the same points.
Pictures in Plan IV For Effect of Art Value upon Choice
2. Y/inner in Plan II, rooster and dog.
4. Same subject, differing from 2 exactly as 3 differed from
11 in Plan III, and agreeing with 2 exactly as j3 agreed
with 11 in Plan III.
•
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Plans III and IV were given under the sane conditions,
by the sane directions and were voted upon the s:,me children.
Table IV Per Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan IV
hoys Gi rls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
2 46 2 48
4 54 4 52
As in Plan III there seems to be very little difference
in preference between these two pictures. These results from
Plans 111 and IV indicate that:
1. Art value has neither a positive nor a negative influence
upon picture choice of second grade children.
2. The current opinion that young children prefer flat color
to shaded does not appear to be true.
3. So long as children can get pictures having (l) large,
bold, distinct center of interest, (2) bright color,
(o) aliveness and story element, their choice seems not
to be influenced by art value or flat vs. shaded coloring.
If tne child has, a?, this data indicates, no objection
to art value, he may just as well be given illustrations possessing
art value provided they also possess those qualities which are
preferred. As the opinion for several years has been that children
positively prefer flat to shaded color, this point should be
carefully checked many times. Plat color is the common practice

in school readers. The fact that flat color is possible within
the Benday process, the cheapest color reproduction known, may
account in an appreciable degree to its widespread use. To
check this point, pictures differing only in flat and shaded
color would have to "be made. This would require hours and hours
of picture making. In fact, the experimenter who undertakes this
v/ould be wise to secure co-operaiion from a large senior class
in an art school.
As the purpose of this study is to determine the factor
that influence picture choice we leave the question of flat vs.
shaded color to work ujjon points that appear to have more direct
bearing upon choice.
Plan V was made to find out if children x^refer the
center of interest large or small. In the majority of illust-
rations in children's books the center of interest could be
larger and still keep within the laws of good composition.
Pictures in Plan V For Size of Center of Interest
1. Crayon drawing of ship— center of interest as large as
possible, bright cheerful color.
2. Same ship, like 1 in every respect except much smaller
center of interest.
Directions
.
(Read by experimenter. ) Which of these pictures
do you like the better? Write that number on your paper.

Table V Ter Cent of Children
Choosing Each Ficture in Plan V
I3oys Girls
1 100 1 100
conclusions
.
Pictures in Plan VI For Size of the Center of Interest
1. Duel: swimming on water, bright shaded color, center o
interest as large as possible.
.
2. Same as 1 except center of interest one half the size
of tliat in 1.
The same conditions for testing, same directi
same cmlaren were used as in Plan V.
Table VI Per Cent of Children
Choucing Each Picture in Plan VI
Lo
.7~ Girls
Per Cent Choosing Ficture Per Cent Choosir
100 i 100
A 1
t
Children. The most popular pictures so far have "been full page
in size. For a more definite check on size of picture, Plan VII
wa s mac e *
Pictures in Tlan VII Por Gize of Picture
All pictures in this plan were taken from The Cock,
The Mouse, and The Little lied lien, artist Tony Sarg, Macrae -Smith
Co., Philadelphia.
1. Two pictures: one hen, the other fox with little foxes.
Pull page size, simple drawing, cheerful
color
.
2. Two pictures: one hen running, the other little foxes
holding hands. One-half page f?ize, cheer-
ful color, center of interest smaller than 1
3. Two pictures: one hen running, the other fox with "bag.
Pen and ink, no color, same size as 2.
In aliveness and story element, all these pictures are
equal,
Dir -.ct i'jiis
.
(Read "by experimenter. ) These pictures are from the
story about The Cock, The House and The Little Red Hen. If you
were going to read this story, would you rather have all the
pictures in the book like these numbered 1, or like these num-
bered 2, or like these numbered ?? (Point to pictures.) Write
on your papers the number of the pictures you would rather have
in your book. (Collect papers.)
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Table VII Per Cent of Children
Choosing Kach Picture in Plan VII
Size of Picture
13 oy g Gi rls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
1 100 1 100
2 2
3 3
The largest picture, the largest center of interest--
--hence, the most distinct center of interest wins.
The preferred pictures so far had possessed very dis-
tinct centers of interest. "For further check upon the distinct-
ness of the center of interest, Plans VIII, IX and X were made.
Pictures in Plan VIII i'or Distinctness of Center of Interest
Pictures from East 0' the Sun and West f the Moon, artist
.
Hedvig Collin, Macmillan.
1. Little Princess, chair, stove, clock, full page, no back-
ground, simple drawing, bright color.
2. Little Princess and Giant, sketched in pen and ink, one-
fourth page size, more story element than 1
.
3. Little Princess and Prince sketched in yen and ink, more
story element than
_1, not as distinct.
Directions
.
(Read by experimenter.) Which of these pictures do
you like best? 7/rite that number on your paper. (Collect votes.
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Table VI T
I
Fer Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan VIII
Distinctness of Center of Interest
Boys Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
1 100 1 100
2 2
3 3
Picture 1 containing the most distinct center of intere
is unanimously preferred by these children. The fact that 1 was
colored made it more distinct than 2 and 3.
Pictures in Plan IX jor Distinctness of Center of Interest
1. Homemade water color sketch of I.Irs. Turkey and son.
Center of interest maximum chroma, around middle and
darker value; background middle chroma, very light value.
Whole picture very clear and cheerful.
2. Homemade water color sketch traced from 1* colors
around middle value, hence center of interest doer not
stand out "boldly and distinctly.
Directions
.
(Read "by experimenter.) Which of these two pictures
do you like. the "better? Write that number on your papers.

Tr.ble IX Per Cent of Children
Choo^inp- Each Picture in Pl^n IX
I
Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosin^ Picture Per Cent C" i
2^ 100 1 - - ——100
2 2
These children unanimously preferred the. p:
taininc the most distinct center of interest.
Is UU1 in Plan X Por Distinctness of Center of Interest
1. Homemade pen and ink sketch of Jack and Jill tumbling
down the hill.
2. Traced from JL. Bright color added to center of interest.
This caused more bold and distinct center of interest
t. lan in 1,
Directions
.
(Read by experimenter. ) 7/hich of these two pictures
do you like the better? Write that number on your papers. (Collect.)
Table X Per Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan X For
Distinctness of Center of Interest
^oys Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
1 1
2 100 2 100
c
It is evident from the results of Plans VIII, IX and
X that these second grade children ver^ much prefer a bold dis-
and "black and white silhouettes have not received a single vote.
Children have shown decided preference for the "brightly colored
,
.
bright color when the picture lacked distinctness and aliveness.
The check in Plan II "showed that aliveness is not the prime
requisite.
If distinctness should have more influence upon choice
than color the child, will choose a black silhouette in preference
to a colored picture lacking distinctness in the center of interest.
He will take the most distinct center of interest v/hether or not
it possesses color. To test this, Plan XI was made.
Tictures in Plan XI Is Distinctness I'ore Important Than Color?
1. Homemade silhouette, exact copy of animals in 2.
2. Prom the jacket to The house in the TCood, artist Leslie
Brooke, Frederick \7arne Co.
Dot on donkey's hack, cat on dog's back, cock on
cat's back; all yelling in window. Color is so
nearly the same in chroma, and vrlue that the animals
do not stand out boldly. Kuch action and aliveness,
• but can not be seen except by careful scrutiny.
Directions
. (Read by exiDerii pnt pt ) WM^ -r +^,~, 4. • ^v * cAyc x ue xer, ) wnich of these two pictures
do you like better? Write that number on your paper. (Collect.)
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Table XI Per Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan XI.
Is Distinctness More Important Than Color?
Boys Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
1 95 1 96
2 5 2 4
Plan XII was made to duplicate Plan XI.
Pictures in Plan XII Is Distinctness More Important Than Color?
1. Homemade water color sketch of a rabbit pushing a wheel-
barrow. Colors dull, some chroma. Center of interest even
more indistinct than 2 in Plan XI.
2. Silhouette from a tra.cing of 1.
Directions
.
(Read by experimenter.) ^.Thich of thece two pictures
do you like better? 7/rite that number on your paper. (Collect.)
Table XII Per Cent of Children
Choosing Each Picture in Plan XIT
Is DistinctneFjt; I lore Important Than Color?
hoys Girls
Picture Per Cent Choosing Picture Per Cent Choosing
1 2 1 l
2 98 2 99
#t
As ninety-five per cent and more of these children
chose a silhouette in preference to a colored picture with in
distinct center of interest, it appears that distinctness nay
have more influence upon choice than color.
#
Chapter III
Summary
This study reveals the need for a scholarly, critical
work on illustration for children. But it should not be written
"by an art critic, a librarian, or a first year graduate student.
The investigator in this field should have sufficient art training
and knowledge of children to make pictures that they really like,
plus training and experience in research.
Further investigation to answer these questions is
needed:
1. Do young children prefer flat or shaded color?
2. How does the picture with preferred qualities compare
with other pictures in various teaching procedures?
When the purpose of the reading, history, or geo-
graphy lesson is: (l) to stimulate the imagination,
(£) to arouse curiosity, [Z) to give clear concepts
of the big points or issues, (4) to enjoy the story,
or (5) to give knowledge of detail, which type of
picture functions "best?
3. In what picture subjects are "boys and girls most interested?
As previous investigation had shown that boys a.nd girls
were most interested in people and animals, these sub-
jects were used throughout this experiment.
The problem in this study v/as to determine the picture
standards of second grade children by answering these questions:
1. When given a greater variety of material than used by
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.
Dr. Bamberger will the children choose for the same
reasons?
i'rorn the data of this experiment there is no con-
tradiction to any of Dr. Bamberger's findings. In
answering the questions which follow We have merely
thrown more light upon her conclusions.
2. Are children merely indifferent to art value or do they
actually dislike it?
The subjects in this experiment appeared to be un-
aware of the presence of art value. Their choice
was not affected either by the presence or absence
of art.
3. Is any one reason more important than all the others in
determining picture choice? If so, what is that reason?
When it was possible to get a brightly colored,
alive, bold, distinct center of interest it was chosen;
when all of these qualities were not available,
distinctness of the center of interest appeared to
be the greatest determiner of choice. Never in any
plan did an indistinct center of interest receive
more than five per cent of the votes.
4. Do children object to detail? Dr. Bamberger drew the
conclusion that children objected to detail because they
did not prefer Walter Crane's decorative drawings.
According to this experiment their objection to
detail is not to the amount of detail, but to the
•
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4 . -continued
way in wnich that detail is used. Their votes
show no liking for decorative design which abounds
in detail. When detail clutters the picture and
renders the center of interest less ??live and dis-
tinct it is not chosen; when detail helps to emphasise
the center of interest it is chosen.
This study disclosed no appreciable difference between
the picture choice of children from the upper class of American
homes and children of foreign parentage. When the subjects
within the picture plans were the same there was no noticeable
difference between the choice of girls and the choice of boys.
In Plan I the story of a princess the girls voted 20 c/j strong for
a girl in a blue dress playing with a monkey; the boys were only
1% in favor of this picture. This is the most evident difference
in the experiment.
The conclusion from thi^ data are that the picture
standards of second grade children appear to be:
1. A bold, distinct center of interest.
2. The center of interest as large as possible.
3. Picture full page in size.
4. Bright natural color.
5. Aliveness, a story element or humor.
6. Simple work.
7. Details strikingly clear.
(
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